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Only How<riion Tel's Pqger nelwork
cqn reqch you qt qll lhese Poinls

Wellget right to the Point.
Howoiion Teloffers the onlY Poger

network thot provides lslond-wide ond
stote-wide coveroge,

So you're in touch from Woimeo
to Woimonolo. [Vlokoho to lr/okopuu.
Holeiwo to Honolulu And ollpoints in

between.
We olso offer extensive Neighbor

lslond ond lnterislond service,
Comprehensive worronties on every
poger we rent or sell(both tone ond

digitolreodout models). Plus, our monthly
network service fee works out to less thon
o dollor o doy, Thot's o smoll price to poy
for constont contoct with your business,

To toke odvontoge of ollour good
points, coll 732-95OO on Oohu or
l-BOO-232-8822 onthe Neighbor lslonds.

ffi-I=) Hawaiian Tel
Beyond the call
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When the Friends of loloni Poloce
broughr in Alex Klohm G Sons ro
resfore the gores of loloni Poloce,
their gool wos fo preserve fhe
enrronce for generotions to come.
They chose golvonizing for rhe pro-
fecfion rhey knew would provide
rhem with yeors of moinrenonce
free service.

Like the Friends of loloni Poloce. we
of Jorgensen Steel pride ourselves
on poying srrio omenrion ro deroil.
From rhe criricol cleoning ond prep-
orofion sfoge to rhe octuol hot zinc
borh, we monifor every step for
your prorection.

Corrosion cosrs you money.
Coll us todoy.

JOROETUSETU STEET,
rytrffi
STEEL'CULVERT' FASTENERS'GALVANIZING ' ROLLFOR|ING.2655Waiwa Loop. Honolulu. Hawari 96820.(808) 836-1611 . Nerghbortstands1-800-352-3612
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could cost your business a fo,rtune.

It's crystal clear.
In a world clouded with financial uncertainty,

you need the insight and vision of an experienced

banker to succeed.

At First Interstate, we offer you the strength
and clout of the nation's oldest and largest multi-
state banking system. With nearly $59 billion in
total assets in a network that stretches across 20

states and Washington, D.C.

But more importantly, we offer the finan-
cial expertise your business needs to survive

uncertain times. A strategic partnership designed for
the sole purpose of helping you reach your future
goals. With farsighted services like innovative
financing techniques, advanced cash management,

and a specialized knowledge of local industry.
We'll bring our analytical skills to bear on your

business's needs, developing solutions that will take

you closer to that bright horizon.
See what a strong banking network can do for

your business future. Call First Interstate at

525-6820 today.

Member FDIC FiFilst lrrtercfarte Bank
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AIIied Builders
helps usher in a new era
at Makaha
Nitto Hawaii Company, Ltd. commissioned architect Akira Kawabata
to revitalize the aging east course clubhouse of the tt/akaha Valley
Country Club, His design doubled the original 8,000 square feet,
calling for a spectacular sculptured lobby fountain, grand-scale
dining area and a second f loor fit for elegant entertaining.

Allied Builders matched that plan with first-class execution: They
produced a sound second story topped with new shake roofing,
effected major structural changes, and processed dozens of client-
requested change orders-while business as usual continued at the
club. Allthis, and they finished on time.

Observed Kawabata: "Allied's people were sincere, cooperative,
truly committed and totalJy capable. lt was a complicated project that
went extremely well."

Phil Urquhart
ABS project engineer

Takashi Niino Aklra Kawabata
Director/Glvl-Nitto Hawali Co., Ltd. AIA
DBA,zlt4akaha Valley Country C ub

Teamwork. Our motto.
Our method.

'1717 Akahi Street Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 Telephone (808) 847-3763 Contractor License BC-5068
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President's Message

A Month of Renewal

by Norman G.Y. Hong, AIA

f\ eptember is for many of us

\ rmonrnorrenewal ...a
LJ ti*" to assess where we've

been and what's still needed as

we leave summer behind, send
our youngsters back to the
classroom and look ahead to the
year's last quarter.

Webster defines the word
"renew" in terms of "restoring to
freshness, vigor, perfection or
strength" and "making new
spiritually." In my mind, such acts
require personal commitment
from many to effect - and it is
this matter which I wish to
address.

Our Hawaii Society/AIA today
is at an important juncture. We
are hosting the Northwest Pacific
Regional Conference in Kona
next month, and will need the
proverbial "all hands on deck" to
make sure our program and
hospitality are first class.

In November, at our annual
meeting, we will formally address
the matter of our Society's
restructuring. For this we need to
ask ourselves:

"What should be our Society's
professional posture? As we grow
larger and larger, how can we
continue to be in touch with one
another? How will the
restructuring answer these and a

multitude of other questions
facing our Society as we approach
the coming years?"

Further, our new Honolulu
office will soon be dedicated,
inviting grand meeting
opportunities and a stable
headquarters for the next decade.
And finally, this is a

transitional time for us in

Norman C.Y. Hong

selecting new committee chairs
and members for next year.

What does this mean to you,
the individual member? In a

nutshell, it means that your
Society needs you - your ideas,
opinions, time - your
committed response to these
events and issues that are
emerging.

Though much of the planning
and particulars of the convention
are already in place, we need your
presence and hospitality as we
greet and hopefully impress our
mainland peers. We need your
mindful review of the proposed
restructuring of our organization
and your physical participation in
the forthcoming vote. And we
need your ongoing service to
make our Society stronger.

So please, join your colleagues
as your conscience and
commitment permit. I am
confident it will be an investment
from which you'll derive
professional and personal
benefit. rrA
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With the vertical blinds pulled to avoid distracting light from outside, the office landscape of The Gas Company provides a

multilevel environment'with panels acting as organizers. Photo by David Franzen

Office Design

Well Designed Workplaces:

A Good Investment

by Joseph Ferraro, AIA

tT-l here is more happening

I thls year in office design
I than in the last six years.

Building owners and employers
are making major financial
commitments to good design,
facilities management and
computers, comPuters,
computers.

More employers are investing
in well-designed space in
response to a variety of needs and
pressures. One reason is the
increased availability of
sophisticated flexible furniture
systems in our market which
require the services of
professionals to provide space

8 Hawaii Architect Seqtember 1988

plans and sort and keep track of
the pieces.

Employers seem more willing
to commit dollars to design at this
time, possibly because of the
current favorable economy and

they recognize the value of
retaining talented PeoPle. In
what's become a highly
competitive market for emPloYees
an enhanced workplace with
more amenities is a justifiable
expense.

This need for a better working
environment has warranted
studies of in-house lounges,
fitness centers and, if current
trends continue, daY care centers

within the corporate office
complex.

Some companies are
considering relocating to the
outskirts of town where land
costs are lower and parking more
readily available. Older industrial
facilities are awaiting renovation
to office campuses tailored to the
user.

Another active area is the
creation and expansion of the role
of the facilities manager in larger
companies. HMSA and Hawaiian
Electric Company, for instance,
have placed increasing emPhasis

on the role of these key staff
members in an effort to meet
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In what's become a highly competitive market for employees,
an enhanced workplace with morsamenities is a justifiable .*p".rr".

their companies' rapidly changing
facilities needs.

According to Pauline Bailey,
manager of Administrative
Services at Pacific Resources Inc.,
"A facilities manager can be
responsible for large capital
expenditures, of fice automation,
productivity and translating
business plans into facilities
plans."

As architects, we find office
planning projects are expedited
and the final product is enhanced
when working directly with these
knowledgeable clients.

In the area of computer
application, we are seeing
companies connecting

microcomputers on a local area
network.

This networking of today's
faster and smaller machines
raises communication levels in
the office and makes adjacency
requirements easier to meet by
the designer. The need for the
mainframe is diminished, thereby
reducing costs and enhancing
flexibility.

According to Les Iczkovitz of
Unified Micro Solutions,
"Companies are moving away
from single user machines toward
local area networks.

"People in the office do work
together and have a definite need
to share expensive peripheral
devices like plotters and laser

printers," Iczkovitz said.
Intraoffice communication and

productivity are greatly enhanced
by such "connectivity" because it
enables people to send messages
and documents electronically
rather than by running down
hallways.

All these factors have impact
on the design and function of
Hawaii's 1988 office
environment. Square footage is
effected, communication between
client and designer is enhanced
and office occupants share a new
level of comfort. HA

Joseph Ferraro is partner ttf Ferraro
Choi And Associates Ltd., an interior
a,rc hi tec t u re, des ig n and resea rch
tirm.

AIl-SteeI's Unique
Wire Management
Combination:

Capacit5r,
Concealment,
Convenlence

Create cordless worksurfsaes w1th
gr0mmeL€d holes Lo concea] wlres
a.nd keep Lhem lrom clutrcrlng
work ue&a.

Hold the phone
wlth All-Steel's
pB.nel-mount
optlon to keep
worksurface clea.r
while malnElnhg
convenlenL access.

The All-Steel wre manBgemenL
system hBs [hree qua]iiies that
conlribut€ lrnports.ntly to office
productivity. Fr$, it has the
capBclLy to ,'iistribute all the
wtring you need wherever you
need lt. second, lt does so wiLhout
c&lljry4 aLt€nilon to itself. And
third, it makes Lhe network easlJy
Bccesslble to those who rlae it.

Spaaloua DuaI Channeis
Base construction provides

plenty of space io serve Lhe needs
of the q,ptcal offlce.
Communications wi-llng 1s

shielded from elecflca,l
conductors.

sen OFFICE
FUPNITUPI,INC.

904 Kohou St. . Phone 848-O2Sl
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Office Design

Technology Leads to Innovation
by John lda, AIA

-f\ efore the late 1q50s, most
l-<t .,ffices were
I D .or,u"ntionallv laid out

with small rooms ulo.tg u double
loaded corridor.

The top executives occuPied
offices with windows while the
staff was accommodated within
windowless rooms or large areas

with desks lined in neat rows
within vast, unpartitioned spaces.

When sklllfully designed,
conventional offices were
attractive and comfortable, while
emphasizing order, organization
and stability.

In the late 1950s, with the
advent of the open office concept,
the traditional stereotype of
office design was broken.

The open plan envisioned
offices without partitions, while
maintaining office efficiency.
Open office planning moved
away from the private office as a

basic module of office space.

The term "office landscape"
was coined, expressing the ideas

of the first clearly open offices,
marked by the extensive use of
indoor plants. It also referred to
the highly irregular
arrangements of furniture that
were characteristic of these first
landscaped offices.

Another phrase, develoPed
from the concept of the oPen

office, was "action office." This
phrase resulted from the tYPe of
furniture and how the Plan was
laid out in an irregular Pattern.

From this idea came the
systems furniture office of the
'80s. Systems furniture is suitable
to the open office, and also is

10 Hawaii Architect September 1988

appropriate in conventional office
layouts.

In recent years, the changing
nature of office work has reduced
the many activities that clerical
groups once performed.
Computers have taken over many
tasks, and the desire of the office
worker for increased dignity and
status has generated an
increasing pressure for privacy,
or at least an area that an
individual can stake out as his
own territory.

With changing technological

developments due to personal
computers and other
informational data systems, the
office of the'80s must be flexible
to accommodate change.

Although designers cannot
predict future office
requirements, offices must be

responsive to both human and
technological developments or
they will be left behind.

Designers need to create offices
that are flexible and adaptable to
changes in lighting, power, sound

The work areas at IJrban Works'new architectura] of (ice were designed to provide
a sense of individual privacy while maintaining group coordination'
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and signal wiring, acoustics, air
conditioning and systems
furniture. In consideration of
human comfort, designers also
should be concerned with space,
color and materials.

All of what has been mentioned
falls within the interior design
realm. As architects become
interested in developing a total
office environment, they must
make the space enjoyable to the
human senses.

Lately, designers are using
lighting technology to modulate
and dramatize space, color and
materials. Office designs are
generally more conservative than
retail and residential work. Office
designers attempt to visually
downplay the technology within
the work spaces. Lobbies are the
areas where most of the
splashiness of the 1980s office
has been created.

As with exterior architecture,
interior architecture follows the

(continued)

The .lobby of urban works' office o(fers the most dramatic design solution,
combining the disparate structural parts of the former warehouse wiih an orderlv
modern design.

ANEW
PERSPECTIVEOI\
AncnITECTURAL

DESIGN
AutoCAD AEC Architectural now taps the full power of 3D to

streamline the process of design development, floor plan
preparation, and presentation, and presentation. Automatically

maintain accurate dimensioning and area information as you design.
Move from 2D bubble diagrams and floor plans to 3D models with a

few key-strokes. Develop contract documents automatically using the
AutoCAD AEC architectural database functions. Use the dynamic

combination of AutoCAD AEC Architectural and AutoShade'* to create
attractive full-color renderings. Compatible with most pC-DOS and

MS-DOS microcomputers. AutoCAD AEC Architectural, a new
standard for design professionals from the people who create the

world's most popular computer-aided design software.

Aut
-M

tectural
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As architects become interested in developing
a total office environment,

they must make the space enjoyable to the human senses.

trend currently in vogue.
Neomodernism and historicism
have dominated in the recent
past. Currently some designers
have discovered
deconstructivism, which is both
anti-modernist and
anti-historical.

Deconstructivism is a tendencY
that is notably present in the
works of Frank Gehry, Peter
Eisenman, Bernard Tschumi and

Morphosis. It is difficult to
categorize, but described by
rotated grids, skewed walls and

framing, fragmentation and
suggestions of disintegration.

The office of Urban Works, Inc.
is neither overtly dependent uPon
postmodern nor modernist

tendencies, although it aligns
itself with modernism and flirts
with deconstructivism.

As clients for their own
architectural office, the designers
were painfully aware of budget,
yet wished to respond to all the
requirements of lighting, power,
sound/signal wiring, acoustics, air
conditioning and furniture
systems.

The problem was to adapt an
existing warehouse loft space of
approximately 2,100 square feet
into an architectural office. The
existing space was stripped with
the exception of the existing
corrugated roof, exterior walls
and storefront, sprinkler system,
steel column and trusses.

The design needed to be

flexible and straightforward, yet
interesting. The basic concept
was to recognize that the space

was formerly a warehouse and
not to hide the sometimes
disparate structural parts of the
space.

The underside of the roof was
sprayed with insulation for
acoustical and heat reduction
reasons. Lighting was kept simple
but designed to give the
appearance of a residence in the
lobby and conference room. This
was achieved by using
incandescent fixtures in these
areas and keeping the commercial
fluorescents in the work area.

The foyer opens into the

YO U R N EED 3,[11??,'':.",I"'

lS OUR P,.""RI:H:[?|'"

I NVENTORY EH iill?:E 
PLUS

II TILEGO, lNC.

Hawaii Manufacturers of Quality Concrete BIocks.

91-209 Hanua Street
Ewa Beach. Hawaii 96707
Phone 682-5737
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reception, waiting and exhibition
spaces, revealing the volume of
the original loft. The contrast of
the somewhat chaotic steel
diagonals with the ordered walls
and casework below highlights
the drama of the entry.

The conference room is totally
enclosed, separated from the
foyer by a wall of glass block.

Beyond the more formal client
spaces are the open loft spaces
that contain three principals'
work stations and 18 staff
stations with individual task
lights.

The modules are arranged for
flexibility for project coordination
while providing individual
privacy.

The power and
telecommunication wiring run in
a trough that connects all
stations. The perimeter modules
are connected by a perimeter
loop.

Lighting in the work area is
flexible enough to allow lighting
levels for human and VDT
comfort. Air conditioning was
designed to accommodate future
changes.

A mezzanine over the ancillary
spaces was designed for future
storage or additional work
stations.

Overall, the various spaces
were created for the human
comfort of the occupants. As
designers, we must design with
people in mind and create an
environment in which individuals
feel they are part of a team.

The space and its surroundings
must clearly convey that "each
person who works here is
important." The space also must
reveal to visitors that those who
work there are concerned with
good design which is apparent in
the design of the office.

As more and more office
buildings are built, office design
will assume a larger percentage of
the work load for space planners,
interior designers and
architects. HA

John lda is president of Llrban Works,
Inc.

lltJ00P!
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Yes, ir's JOOP! As in yoop. A
fashion-designed tile by one of the
world's leading fashion designers,
Wolfgang Joop.

On commission from Villeroy &
Boch, Germany's Ieading ceramic
tile manufacturer, Wolfgang Joop
presents his first tile collection:
JOOPI EDITION NO I.

Visit our extensive showroom.
And find out what fine design and
remarkable quality can do for your
home. (And for you. )

Open weekdays 9 to 5. Saturdays
9 to l. 330 Sand Island Access Road.
847-5919.

INTERNATIONAL
TILE DESIGN, INC.
Hawaii's Beautiful Ceramic Tilc Sh0wplacc

Hawaii's #L
Autho fizedAutoCAD@ Dealer

AUI()CAD.

'AutoCAD@ bas done tbejoblor us. And SpEC Systems has prouided good
support andfollou-througb on euery occasion, uitb uery, uery good seruice
from tbe beginning. You can't address AutoCAD@ uithout addressing
SPEC Systems. We could baue cbosen any softutare - we cbose tbe corupany
to stand bebind it."
Mr. Don Lee, Principal
WIMBERLY, WHISENAND, ALLISON, TONG & GOO ARCHITECTS. LTD.

SiPEG
SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Authorized Autodesk, Inc. National
Accounts Dealer and Educational
Representative

1088 Bishop Street
Executive Center, Suite 310
Honolulu, Hawaii 95813 (808) 531-2511

AutoCAD@ is registered in rhe U.S. Parent and Tiademark Office by Autodesk, Inc.
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AIA Making a Move
by Henry E. Reese, AIA

T'f ow ofren does an
lJ architect have the

I I opportunrty to wrrte
about his client in his client's own
monthly journal?

The story starts with the sale

of the Wing Wo Tai Building at
923 Nuuanu Ave. to First
American Title Company, who
desired to occupy the entire
building. The AIA, faced with a

rent increase, decided to find new
offices.

In May 1988, Lee Mason,
HS/AIA executive vice president,
reached a settlement with the
Wing Wo Tai landlord, and an
exceptionally favorable lease was

negotiated with our new landlord
for office space at 1128 Nuuanu
Ave.

Architect/engineer selections
were based on availability, low
fee and the inability to say no.

So, the fun began. First, I
changed all previously presented
schemes, set new budgets and
requested fee increases.

My solution to the budget
problem was to increase dues.
That idea was rejected
immediately. Instead, the push
was on to lower construction
costs.

I insisted the construction
portion of the project be

negotiated with one contractor to
save time and hopefully control
costs. Bob Banner, general
contractor, was selected, for
many of the same reasons as the
architect. Work began quickly.

The design developed around a

simple program of making all AIA
members huppy. Thanks to
Mason, the project will be

completed without any added cost
to the membership. No AIA
Society operating funds willbe
used in making this change to the
office.

Because of the extremely
limited construction budget, the
design emphasis was to keep
everything basic and simple. The
ground floor space of z,zgq
square feet has 55 lineal feet of
street exposure to a delightful old
section of downtown Honolulu.

The abihty for visual contact
remained an important
consideration in the design.
Mason receives the best spot for
internal traffic control.

Victoria Wong, receptionist, is

still up front, but now she's in the
central part of the activity for
better control. Executive
secretary Beverly McKeague's
space is flexible. It is located to
the side and can be semiprivate
but still help control the
circulation.

The membership meets in the
back. The space is flexible, with
the ability to spill out into the
circulation area when required.
There's also room for future staff
expansion, if needed.

A newly added facility to the
office space is an Architectural
Bookstore for members and
public use. This space can be

separated from the AIA space at a
No more walking upstairs - the of fices of Hawaii SocietylAIA are now located

street level just two blocks {,rom their f ormer location.

14 Hawaii Architect September 1988
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Hawaii Society/AlA Office

Colored. Goncrete Quiz
Q i Pardon the dumb question, but why color the concrete?

A: Because ordinary gray concrete is just that. Ordinary. By
adding integral color - not simply paint - you are able to set your
project apart from neighboring ones in a subtle or vibiant,
permanent way. There's a rainbow of colors waiting for you.

Q: Yes, but isn't that an expensive way to add color?

A: We don't think so. CHROMIX@ Admixture adds about
l0%oto the cost of installed concrete. LITHOCHROME@ Color
Hardener would run perhaps 3070 extra. And LITHO-
CHROME@ Chemical Stain might only add 5To.

Q: I'm confused? Which product do I use where?

A: Easy. Just call MAP or Bonded Materials for right
answers.

MANUFACTURERS AGENCY PACIFIC
ROOFING/SIDING. WATERPROOFING . CONCRETE COATINGS . FIREPROOFING

Sales Representatives and Materials Consultants
1053 Koohoo Place, Kailua, Hawaii 96734o phone 262-24341262-4273

CHROMTX and LITHOCHROME are regrstered trademarks of L.M. Scofietd Co.

TM
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later date if desired.
Hopefully the new office will

be comfortable, efficient and
expandable. Of course, we won't
know this until the finalpiece of
donated material is put into place.

With luck the work will be
completed by early September
and within budget. While this
result is not usually the case for
most of us, everyone's goal was
to provide the best offices money
and donations could afford.

That this has become a reality
is due to the many materials and
equipment donated by individuals
and firms. The building industry
has been generous in its support.

I personally wish to thank my
consulting engineers, Bennett &
Drane, electrical, and Ben Notkin,
mechanical, for having graciously
agreed to make our new office
become a reality, and Banner and
his subcontractors for doing a

special job. HA

Henry E. Reese is president of his
own architectural firm based in
Honolulu.
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Aluminum Lock Shingles And Accessories
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Dryw.ll
Trick

Furrint
Chann.l

ROOFING PRODUCTS:
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928 Kaamahu Place

Honolulu, Hawaii 96817
Telephone (808) 847- 3902
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Computer Versatility

Computenztngthe
Deslgn Process

by lon Toda, AIA

ne of the most important
questions facing
architects as we prepare

to enter the 1990s is how
technology and computers will
impact the way we work.

Computer Aided Design (CAD)
has grown from being a novelty
affordable only to the largest of
design firms to a serious design
and production tool for even the
smallest of firms. PC or desktop
CAD has finally enabled CAD to
become productive at an
attractive price level. Now just
about anyone can afford CAD,
including our consultants and
progressive thinking clients.

By now most of us are aware of
the obvious advantages CAD
provides over traditional manual
drafting. Producing drawings
with CAD can improve the
quality of our work and
documents with consistencY and
accuracy of text and linework.
Productivity can be increased,
enabling tighter schedules to be

met and allowing smaller firms to
become more competitive with
larger firms on larger or more
complex projects.

CAD enables a firm to leverage
information and amplify the skills
of its personnel. Using a CAD
station like an expensive drafting
machine produces clean and
professional-looking drawings,
but bypasses the greatest
advantages CAD has to offer.

To reap the greatest benefits,
we use CAD as early as possible
in the design process rather than
as strictly a drafting tool. It maY

be quicker to sketch a bubble
diagram on a scrap of paper, but

as soon as anything must be

drawn to scale, we must start
designing on the computer. This
minimizes the repetitive nature
of traditional methods.

Try pulling out an old design
file and count how many times
the same site plan or floor plan
had to be redrawn. In an
automated process, a designer
starts the design on a CAD
system and then passes the
database to a CAD draftsman,
who adds the necessary
information to convert the
schematic plans into construction
documents. As CAD software
becomes more sophisticated,
expect to see this database
include more and more
information related to the project
rather than just lines and
dimensions.

After schematic design most of
the design development drawings
already have been laid out.
Likewise, after design
development, a significant
portion of the construction
documents is already completed.
Because of thls, the traditional
percentage of budget allocated to
these design phases needs to be

re-evaluated as more time is
shlfted from the later phases to
earlier ones.

This actually improves the
service we provide clients.
Architects are hired to take a

problem - a set of requirements
or "program" - and synthesize
this information into a solution,
which is the design. The
drawings we then produce are a

graphic description of the
solution. Clients are not hiring

a
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CAD drawi
here is exacif: l:: : !::l?::! ft:: station in Kahului, Maui, using the AutoSHADE software packase. What is reproduced'ily wnat appears on the computer screen.
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architects merely as a drafting
service.

It is fitting, therefore, for a

Iarger portion of the client's
budget to be spent in solving the
problem itself, rather than in
explaining the solution in
graphical form. Since the earliest
decisions made have the biggest
impact on the project, the value
of improving the quality of these
decisions cannot be overlooked.

CAD impacts the design
process by requiring the user to
be organized and plan ahead

every step of the way. Failure to
do so can easily result in chaos or
near disaster. Standards and
procedures need to be discussed

before the project begins. Because

of the precision and accuracy of
the computer, design decisions
need to be made earlier, both by
the design team and the client.
We have found this to be an

advantage rather than a
disadvantage.

For a project manager, CAD
can be a dream or a nightmare,

depending on how well the
process is understood and
utilized. In a manually produced
set of drawings, the project
manager can walk around the
office and observe the progress of
the project.

With CAD, the latest drawings
are not produced in hard coPY

form until they are plotted out.
Plotting can become the
bottleneck in getting projects out
the door and needs to be
adequately planned for. Until
every project team member has
his own CAD station, all
computel resources need to be

budgeted. Managers have to
request not only staffing, but
workstations for the coming
week.

CAD changes our product by
making it less labor-intensive but
more capital-intensive. Hardware,
software, training and system
maintenance are new costs
previously not a part of
traditional office budgets. These
costs should be considered in

calculating operating expenses
and fees. Because the indirect
costs of operating CAD are
difficult to quantify, value pricing
rather than time and material
contracts are recommended
whenever possible.

To the client, the obvious
question is "How do I benefit
from this new technology?" The
answer is that technology is

helping us to improve the quality
of our services and offer a better
product for the same fee.

CAD enables us to explore
more design options, leading to
better designs and projects. We

emphasize quality over speed, but
for many clients meetlng the "we
need it yesterday" schedule is

what makes CAD attractive.
As clients become more

sophisticated, many will prefer, if
not require, architects to use

CAD on their projects. This is
already taking place in manY

areas on the mainland. In fact,
some clients use CAD in-house
themselves and require architects

Ever since Ancient Creece

Ceram ic
Tile has been a part

of luxurious
.and getting betterbathing. It stil

all the time.
I is.

Picture yourself in either this roomy
ceramic tile shower or perhaps in the
sumptuous bath with Grecian maidens

:::;:"r 
perfumed water from sculPtured

Make bathing a pleasurable experience
surrounded by beautiful, enduring
cer.rmic tile.

HAWAIT'S LARGEST CERAMTC TILE DISTRIBUTOR
855 Ahua Street, Honolulu, Hawaii (2 blocks makai Gibson's)
Telephone: (808) 839-1952, Fax (808) 834-0963, Telex: 72?-83!8-
Houis: M-F,'B:3d-s/Sat, 9-3/Warehouse Service: M-F, 7-4lSat, 9-3

lTll RTT
CENTRAL PACIFIC

SUPPL' CORP

Our Dealers Throughout The Pacific:

Hawaii
Ceramic Tiie Plus

\808) 329-2727

Hawaii Maui
Ceramrc Tile Plus

(808) 471 -8674

Kauai
Kauai Floors, nc.

(808) 245-3503

Guam
Bunny Hardware

.671) 447-2A57

Saipan
YCO Corooration

(6ia\ 234-i 425
Hilo Pacrflc Roofing

(808) 935-37r5
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to submit data disks as well as
final drawings. Many architectural
firms are taking advantage of the
acquired database compiled
during the design process to
increase their scope of work to
include facilities management and
other services.

Perhaps the most exciting
capability CAD brings to
architects is in the area of three
dimensional design and
visualization. Recent
developments in 3-D software
now enable architects to design,
visualize and present designs on
the computer cost-effectively.
Three-dimensional computer
models enable the designer to
make quick analyses and design
decisions difficult to make with
traditional methods or cardboard
models.

In the future we can expect to
see more affordable software that
adds the fourth dimension of
time to presentations, enabling
the designer to create animated
walk-throughs simulating the
actual experience of moving
through and around the finished
project in real time. Consider the
value and impression this would
give any client.

We as architects need to look
toward the future in deciding
the paths we take today.
Computer Aided Design has
proven it is here to stay. Its
influence in our industry is
increasing by leaps and bounds.
Preparing for the changes to
come can be painless if we see
them coming from a distance.

But in spite of all the changes,
it is reassuring to know that good
hardware and software do not
produce good designs - good
designers do. It is ultimately good
management and staff that will
decide our success or failure in
the future, regardless of what the
tools of the trade may be. HA

Jon Toda, AIA, is an associate with
Cima, Yoshimori & Associates, AIA,
Inc. on Maui and manager of
Computer Aided Design for the firm.
He recently attended the A/E/C
Systems computet conference in
Chicago.
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'$7hen you're a leading member of your
profession, you have a right to your own
private banker.

A Private Financial Services Officer at
Bank of Hawaii.

One call and you're at the Bank, every-
where at once,

Others work, not you. Your own bank
officer coordinates all your banking, investment,
trust and retirement actions-connecting you
to a vast network of specialists. One bankeq
reporting to you, delivering the expertise of
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$75,000 or more and invesable assets above
$150,000, you're worth personal, team banking

For an a at your office or1 ours, call53
Professionals are visionaries who have

carved their own niche. Our people extend
creative new tools so your financial mark can

be even more outstanding.
Tbe Priuate Financial Seruices Group.

Only from Hawaii's leader

/h Bonk of Howoii
A subsrdiary of

/h Boncorp Howoii



Computer Versatility

CAD:
An Indispensable Tool
by Gregory D. Kosky

A rchitects trying to keep
abreast of the latest
developments in their

field have encountered
innumerable articles about the
increased productivity provided
by Computer-Aided-Design &
Drafting (CAD). As a CAD dealer
I feel strongly that CAD
represents an indispensable tool
for architectural design and
drafting.

Many busy professionals feel
caught in a "Catch-22" situation.

A CAD system offers a way to
save a great deal of time, but not
in the short term. Many who
would benefit most from CAD
say they cannot invest the time to
learn how to use it. However, a

view toward the future suggests
now is the best time.

Architects with and without
CAD systems have prospered
over the past few years.
However, there are signs that
this strong demand for
architectural services will not

continue indefinitely. A recession
would likely mean survival of the
fittest, making the competitive
edge provided by CAD critical.

One of the most common
concerns of those considering
CAD is fear of obsolescence.
Change is a fact of life in the
computer business. If you buy
your system after your
competitor does, chances are that
you will pay less for greater
performance.

However, your competitor has

Proposal for a resort community center in Japan by Chapman Desai Sakata, Inc,
Images were generated in-house on Sigma Design's ARRIS System.
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one critical advantage that cannot
be overcome by more advanced
hardware - more time on the
learning curve. The longer you
wait, the greater your
disadvantage.

For any given task, CAD
systems are becoming easier to
learn and use. On the other hand,
the complexity and sophistication
of the software is increasing as
systems are applied to new tasks
such as three-dimensional
modeling, rendering, bill of

SPECIFYWALLFLEX
AND GETTHE JOB DONE WATERTIGHT!
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Waikiki Beach Tower
Fujikawa Painting Co. lnc.

St. Francis Hospital
The American Coating Co.

Yacht Harbor Towers
WE Painting

Parkside Hotel
The American Coating Co.

Canterbury PIace
WE Painting

4 Paddle Condominium
Fujikawa Painting

EIFIEWEFl
GHEMICAL
a C BF|EWER cornpeny

3ll Pccrlrc Slreel
Honolulu HI a6817
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HOMESTEAD, the charm of wood with the strength of concrete.

tVlade in Hawaii for lsland living, Homestead is the ultimate answer

for those with a burning desire to find a lifelong alternative to wood

shakes and shingles. Here in one product, MONIER has created a tile
whose design, texture and colorings defy its tile roots. Not only does

Homestead add years to the life of your roof, it boasts a Class "A" lire
rating and carries a SO-year limited warranty. The rustic ambience of

wood needn't become a thing of the past. Bekindle it with MoNlER',s

Homestead tile.

g MONIER ROOF TILE . . . . anytbing else is t conprornise

Call or write us today for information on all our products

91-185 Kalaeloa Boulevard, Ewa Beach, Hawaii 96707 I (808) 682-4523

Phoenix. Arizona
(602I 269-2288

Lakeland; Floiida Corona, California

{813} 665-3316 {714) 737-3888
Duncanville, Teias Stockton, California' Tacoma; Washington Orange, California

(206)s81-3666 \714t538-882212141 298-6148 (2O9) 982-1473
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materials, etc. If you delay, you
run the risk of being
overwhelmed by the sheer
volume of information that must
be assimilated all at once.

Another benefit is a marketing
edge. CAD expertise can be used
to demonstrate your firm's
technical competence and
sensitivity to a client's
requirements and cost
constraints.

A CAD capability is a
prerequisite for an increasing
number of jobs. This trend will
continue as systems "go on-line"
for the State of Hawaii, county
governments, utilities, hospitals
and large companies. The
"networking" exclusive to CAD-
capable firms is inevitable as

those firms seek to assemble
project teams with skills that
complement their own.

The shortage of qualified
designers and drafters highlights
another reason to invest in CAD

- the need to attract and keep
the best staff. Most universities
and even some high schools (e.g.,

Kamehameha Schools) offer CAD
training as a standard part of
design/draf ting curriculums.
Graduates are not likely to seek
positions with a firm they judge
as "old-fashioned."

Predictions of a CAD
workstation on every desk are
becoming a reality. Most firms
have started with one or two
workstations shared by many
part-time operators. The most
advanced CAD users now provide
workstations on a one-on-one
basis in the individual's personal
work space.

Successful CAD users have
several characteristics in
common. By the same token,
those who have been
unsuccessful have succumbed to a

common set of pitfalls. Following
are some of the lessons and
proven management strategies
that we and our clients have
learned.

There are three major
requirements for successfully
implementing a CAD system.

Selecting the right system for
your needs is obviously
important, as well as selecting the
right CAD dealer to assist you.
However, the most important
factor is a genuine commitment
from top management.

A CAD system is simply a tool

- an electronic substitute for the
traditional pen and paper. This
definition is important to keep in
mind when overwhelmed by the
seeming complexity of the
system.

Like the people you supervise,
this tool is an asset which must
be properly managed to get the
most from your investment.
Although the cost of a system is
certainly not trivial, the potential
returns in increased productivity
can vastly increase the value of
this asset.

The first step is to assign a

"CAD Manager." Depending on
the size of the firm, this may be a

new position or a new
responsibility for an existing

'N

GtllIGBETE
IDEAS

Designer: Parsons Brinkerhoft Quade & Douglas lnc.
Contractor: Royal Contracting Co.. Ltd.

Owner: City & County of Honolulu

Honolulu joins cities across the nation and around the world in
recognizing the values of paving streets and highways with the
most durable, cost-savi ng material available-CONCRETE.
The new Hotel Street is built for the long term, the good life,
and smooth riding of generations to come. The only way the
increasing annual street maintenance costs can be decreased
is by increasing the construction of concrete streets.

For information on concrete pavements, simply call the CCPI
Research Library.

sftry
CEMENT AND CONCRETE
PRODUCTS INDUSTRY OF HAWAII
Suite 11'10 Control Data Building 2828 Paa Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 968.19 Phone 83$1882
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partner or manaSer.
Preferably this individual will

have some prior CAD experience.
Design and/or drafting
experience is an absolute must, as

is familiarity with the
organization and practices of the
firm. Lacking a person with
experience, select someone with
enthusiasm and a desire to learn,
by far the most important
prerequisites for success as a

CAD manager or operator.
Previous computer experience

is not a requirement. In fact,
some of the characteristics that
make a good "hacker"
(programmer) - a fanatical
attention to detail, the ability or
need to work independently, etc.

- can tend to make a poor CAD
manager.

Since one of this individual's
major tasks will be to educate
others, patience, a helpful
attitude, and other attributes of a

good teacher are important
qualifications. Also important are

the leadership and
communication skills that are
desirable for any manager.
Because organization is critical to
successful implementation of a

CAD system, the CAD manager
should be well organized and a a

self-starter.

A CAD capability
is becoming a

prerequisite for an
increasing number

of iobs.

The same basic criteria apply
for selection of CAD operators
Basic drafting skills are a must,
combined with an eagerness to
try something new.

The CAD Operator position
should not be a "dead-end" in

terms of career path. The same
enthusiastic designers who were
the first to master the new
system will quickly become
disillusioned with CAD if their
role becomes one of marking up a
set of red-lined drawings.

While most firms now use
CAD primarily for production,
using CAD as a design tool can
prove even more effective.
Boosting the productivity of a top
designer offers a far greater
return than automating an entry-
level drafter.

CAD is too large an investment
to scrimp on adequate training.
Training can save weeks or
months of start-up time re-
inventing the wheel.

Who should be trained?
Everyone, although not to the
same degree. Principals must
understand the basics if they are
to effectively apply and manage
this new tool.

One of the most effective
strategies is to initially provide

iorlvfatdring
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intensive training for a small
group and assign them as
instructors for an ongoing, in-
house training program. CAD
novices must be allowed time to
experiment with the system.

Applying new CAD skills to a

real project is an invaluable
learning experience, but only if
deadlines are not pressing. The
first project may take twice as
long using CAD as it would
manually.

Many of the more experienced
CAD users have customized their
CAD software. Without
exception, these users report that
tailoring the system to their
specific requirements has
provided significant productivity
gains. Encouraging CAD users
willing to undertake this task by
providing the time and advanced
training necessary is a
worthwhile investment.

Bear in mind that there is a
"seller's market" for CAD
managers and operators. As a

principal you cannot afford to
become too dependent on a single
on-staff "CAD expert." The idea
is not to create a separate CAD
department isolated from the rest
of the firm, but to gradually
propagate CAD skllls throughout
your organization.

Once drafters are trained as
CAD operators they are worth
more money and are more
difficult to replace. Competition
among employers for people with
these skills exists and will likely
intensify. An employment
agreement may be advisable to
clarify the expectations of all
parties.

Successful CAD users will tell
you that it wasn't easy in the
beginning. However, they will
also tell you that it's hard to
conceive of doing certain tasks
today without a CAD
system. HA

Greg Kosky is president of Spec
Systems Corporation, a Honolulu-
based CAD dealer offering sof tware,
hardware and support.
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News

New Associates Named at WWAT&G
Wimberly Whisenand Allison

Tong & Coo Architects, Ltd.
recently announced the election
of Eugene Watanabe to senior
associate and Charles Wallace
and Robert Yoneoka to associates
in the firm's architectural
division.

Watanabe joined WWAT&C in
7977 as project architect and was

advanced to associate in 1986. He
has held a significant position on
numerous projects.

A Hawaii Society/AIA member,
he holds a degree in architecture
from the University of Hawaii.

Wallace joined WWAT&C in
7987 as a project architect and
CAD specialist. He has
presented conceptual designs for

various land development
undertakings. He is a member of
HS/AIA and is certified by the
National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards.

Joining WWAT&C in 7987 as

an intermediate designer,
Yoneoka, who previously worked
for several design firms, is

currently a project designer.
During studies at the University
of Hawaii, he received student
AIA honors in architectural
design and rendering, interior
residence design and color theory
He is an HS/AIA member.

Eugene Watanabe

Charles Wallace

An Andersen@ Perma-Shield@ angle bay window can

make more of a beautiful view. And make homes

cooler while reducing maintenance chores'

o Snug-fitting design o lnsulating wood core

r Energy-saving r Many Hawaii beach front homes
High-Performance attest to the durability of
insulating glass the vinyl exterior.

Low-maintenance rigid Roo, nor supptied
vinyl exterior by Andcrsen.
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Media Five Announces Associate Promotions

Engineering

Association

Selects Officers

Media Five Limited recently
announced the promotion of |an
P. Keyser, Peggy Ellen E. Kusano

and |ames A. Osika to associates.
Keyser joined the organization

in 7987 as an interior designer
and project manager. With more
than 23 years experience,
Keyser was previously a principal
in a Honolulu interior design firm
and a director of architectural
interior design in Seattle prior to
his employment at Media Five.

Kusano rejoined Media Five as

marketing department manager
in 7986. Her responsibilitles
include planning, budgeting and
communications.

Osika has served as Media
Five's project director and
strategic design director since
1985. He received two Awards of
Merit from the Honolulu

Advertising Federation in 1988
for the logotype identity for St
Andrew's Priory and the
packaging for Aloha Coolers.

The Engineering Association of
Hawaii recently selected its
officers for 1988-89.

They include President, Mary
Ellen Nordyke-Gracei 1st Vice
President, Wallace Lane;2nd Vice
President, William Atkinson, jr.;
Directors Wallace fohnston,
Damon Runyon, Peter Burk, |r.
and Patrick Sullivan; and Past
President, Masanobu Fuiioka.

SPECTRM-T@ME PMIMTS
THE ARCHITECTURAL COLOR SELECTOR

OVER l OOO COLORS
BROAD SPECTRUM FROM PASTELS TO ACCENTS

Distributed by

PACIFIC
PAINT

CENTER

TELEPHONE: (808) 836-3142
2865 UALENA ST.

HONOLULU, HAWAII96819
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New Members

HS/ AIA Welcomes Numerous Newcomers
The Hawaii Society/AIA

recently welcomed several new
members.

Rollin W.Y.Mau, who holds a

Bachelor of Fine Arts in
Architecture from the University
of Hawaii, recently began
working for the U.S. Navy at
Pearl Harbor Facilities Planning
Branch. He enjoys carpentry and
tennis. He and his wife Christine
have a daughter, Nicole.

New member Roberto B.
Yumol, with the firm Architects
Hawaii Ltd. has a Bachelor of
Science in Architecture and a

Master of Landscape Architecture
from Mapua Institute of
Technology, Manila, Philippines.
He jogs, sketches, plays tennis,
basketball and chess and collects
stamps and classic miniature cars.

Yumoland his wife Cynthia have
a son, Robert Josef.

feffrey Y. Mori was educated at
the University of Southern
California and has a bachelor's
degree in Architecture. He is with
the firm Arthur Y. Mori &
Associates Inc. and enjoys
photography, bicycling, fishing

leffrey Y. Mori

and diving.
New member Albert T.

Murakami holds a Bachelor of
Architecture from the University
of Arizona. He is employed by
Lacayo Architects and is married
to Julie Cone. His interests
include writing, illustrating and
jogging.

Henry Chang earned bachelor's
degrees in Fine Arts and
Architecture from Rhode Island
School of Design and a Master of
Science in Architecture and
Building from Columbia
University. He is with Sam
Chang Architect & Associates
Inc. and is married to Juliana
Chang.

Hamlet Charles Bennett is self-
employed in Keauhou on the Big
Island. He graduated with honors
from Art Center College of
Design, Los Angeles with a

bachelor's degree in Industrial
Design. He and wife Beverly have
raised three daughters and a son.
Restoring and driving classic cars
are among Bennett's hobbies.

Hamlet Bennett

Two new members are with
AM Partners Inc.

Duane T. Hamada earned
bachelor's degrees in Fine Arts
and Architecture from the
University of Hawaii. In his
leisure time he enjoys astronomy, -
running, music and designing
greeting cards.

Gary K. Kawakami also has

lc)
Save 25o/o-4Oo/" on
Selected Art Supplies!
Come in early for best selection.
Limited to quantities on hand!

Sale effective Aug. 22 - Sept. 18, 1988
1312 Kaumualii SI. . 841-7527

2758 S. King St. . 945-7710

#doo{ffi{e

And Much, Much More!

35% offs5%off

40% off85% off

*ao& to

All Sizes Best Test
Paper Cement, One
Coat & Thinner

All Liquitex &
Grumbacher
Paints

Al! Art Bins &
Portfolios

AllClearPrint, Arttec
& Strathmore Papers

'1fu.
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UH bachelor's degrees in Fine
Arts and Architecture. He is
married to Brigitte T. Bennett.
His interests including writing,
art, sports and travel.

Several new associate members
also recently joined HS/AIA.

Ariel De )esus of Walter Leong
& Associates Inc. attended the
Philippine School of Interior
Design and holds a Bachelor of
Science in Architecture from Far
Eastern University. His leisure
time is spent drawing, swimming,
weightlifting and biking. He is
married to Marilou F. De Jesus.

Associate Linda Aki earned a

Bachelor of Art in Architecture at
the University of New Mexico.
She is employed by TRB/Hawaii
Ltd. Her interests include surfing,
swimming, hiking and
photography. She also works as a
city and county beach lifeguard.

Hugh George McKenzie III

recently returned to Sutton
Candia Partners. He was
educated at the University of
Hawaii, receiving a bachelor's
degree in Architecture. He en;'oys
skin diving and is married to
Alma McKenzie.

Associate Raymond W.M. Lee
attended Honolulu Community
College and has an Associate
Science degree in Architectural
Drafting Technology. He is

Linda Aki

employed by The CJS Group
Architects Ltd. Traveling,
photography and sports are
among his interests.

Rick Phillips earned a Bachelor
of Architecture from the
University of Arizona and did
post-graduate study in
architecture and urban planning
at the University of Toronto. His
leisure activities include writing,
instrumental music, design, print

Rick Phillips

;i'
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"Pressure-treated wood iust qot

beautiful, like the rest 0f HaY,vaiil'
Presuretreatedwood isused all the time in the islands.

Now Cabot has a way to make it beautiful-Cabot
PIW@ Stains for pressure treated w00d. These new,

unique and specially formulated stains give pressure-

treated wood a finished look plus further protection

against splitting, checking and warping. Available in

six popular colors plus a clear water repellent, we

reoommend Cabot PIWStains to anyone usingpressule

treated wood in their construction. Give the new beauty

treatment to your pressuretreated wood, specify

Cabot PIW Stains and experience the best.

h

Aloha State Sales is your source

for Cabot's complete

line of premium quality

stains. Call us today and

we'll help you choose the

best Cabot Stain product for
your specific job. Just ask

for Audrey McCarthy, our

Cabot Architect Specialist.

Aloha State Sales Co., Inc.

2829 Awaawaloa Street
Honolulu, Hl 96819
(808) 833.2731

Aloha

Experience The Best' ltate
Sales
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making and sketching. Phillips is

with Helber Hastert Kimura
Planners.

Alvin M. Sakutori, with the
Maui firm Gima, Yoshimori &
Associates, AIA, Inc., holds an

Associates Arts Degree from Los

Angeles City College. He and his
wife Judith have three children,
Anne, Lynn and Jon. In his leisure
time he enioys boating, Painting
and playing golf.

Associate member Ann
Kathryn Yoklavich has a
bachelor's degree in Art HistorY
from Swarthmore College,
Pennsylvania and a Master of
Science in Architectural Studies
with specialization in historic
preservation from the UniversitY
of Texas, Austin. She enioys
scuba diving and backpacking.

Three new associate members
are with Wimberly Whisenand
Allison Tong & Coo.

Soh-Hgon Lee Wilson has a
Bachelor of Arts in Architecture

from the University of California
at Berkeley. Her interests
include hiking, bicycling and
other outdoor activities, She also
plays the piano and flute.

Chris Sindiong and his wife,
Jane, have four children, Kelsey,
Lance, Mary Ann and Kyle. He
enjoys playing golf.

Paige Browning has a
bachelor's degree in Architecture
from the University of Hawaii.
She is married to Steve Winkle.
Her interests include swimming,

Ann Kathrvn Yoklavich

painting watercolors and reading
mystery novels.

Boone Morrison graduated
from Stanford University with a

bachelor's degree in Architecture
He and wife Tamara have a son,
Tyler and daughter, Janna. He is
with Maui Architectural Group
Inc.

Associate Dennis Y.K. Chen is

employed by Urban Works Inc.
He holds a Bachelor of
Architecture degree from the
University of Hawaii.

Boone Morrison

Hawaii's own suPPlier
ofcement...

II.Nf,TAIIAN
GEIYTENT

&

Cement
545-1880
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IOO ITIA]IYIHERINADORS SPOI1 IHE COOK.
And if you can spoil the cook, the

sale is made. lt may be self-indulgent,
even over-indulgent, but if they love the
kitchen, they'll love the job.

At The Kitchen Distribution Center
our mission is to satisfy your clients
tastes without sacrilicing your wallet.
Accordingly, we carry the variety and
quality of kitchen appliances that
Hawaii loves best.

For instance, our Europa@l Collec-
tion. A complete cooking ensemble
designed to make the kitchen "the most
fashionable room in the house".

0r the state-of-the-art CMT-231
MicroThermalrM oven. Which lets you

cook everything to perfection in just

one third the time.
0r the newly designed gas cooktops.

Featuring exclusive ThermaFlamerM,

the automatic re-ignition system that

relights a burner should it accidentally be
extinguished.

The list goes on with electric cooktops,
hoods, warming drawers, dishwashers,
trash compactors, and disposers. All
built with the same attention to quality
and detail you demand, and we deliver.

Get your clients spoiled, they'll love
you for it.. Thermador

I I I I I I llilillililililililtKrrCHENilililililililililt I I I I I

DISTRIBUTION CENTER
A DIVISION OF TKC, INC,

250 WARD AVE. . HONOLULU, Ht. 96814-4093 . (808) s31-9827

6)
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HAWAII SOCIETY/AIA 1988 DESIGN AWARDS
Awatd of Merit

Media Five, Ltd.
Barracks with Dining Facility, Schofield Barracks

I f, edia Five Limited kept

lvl:Xi,::T*l:I ,:'*it:
when designing barracks for the
650 unaccompanied and senior
enlisted personnel of Field Station
Kunia.

The result was a contemporary
campus environment, with build-
ings sited around a landscaped
park. This created views and a

relationship with the outdoors,
and preserved existing mature

trees on the site as well.
One of the unique features is

convenient access to administra-
tive areas. Mailroom, classrooms
and the armory are easily reached
by attaching them to the residen-
tial units as one-story wings.

The cafeteria is the central
gathering place, with a low-rise
profile and striking roof line to
distinguish it from surrounding
buildings. Interior Ievel changes
were used to create separate dining

areas without blocking exterior
views.

The park-like landscape invites
residents to enjoy the open air.
Trees provide shaded are4s for
impromptu gatherings, and addi-
tional plantings screen parking
and service areas from view. As a
result, the barracks and dining
facility, in counterpoint to an
underground work environment,
give enlisted personnel a feeling
of home and the outdoors.

Media Five Limited designed a campus environment with a central, landscaped park for the Banacks with Dining Facility at Schofield. Photo by
David Franzen
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JURY COMMENTS:
"In spite of the heavy constraints of typical military proiects, the
architects were able to provide a very sensitive, functional design

solution. The barracks complex is a significant departure from the pre-
World War II quad designs. Good site planning, strong sense of campus

atmosphere and an'A+'for retention of all the trees on the site."

CREDITS:
Architect:
Media Five Limited

Client:
Department of the Army
Pacific Ocean Division,
Corps of Engineers

Contractor:
Harvis Construction Ltd.

Engineers:
Civil:
Kennedy/Jenks/Chilton

Structural:
Shigemura, Yamamoto, Lau
& Associates

Mechanical:
Kenneth Thom Associates, Ltd.

Electrical:
Bennett & Drane Electrical
Engineers, Ltd.

Landscape Architect:
Phillips, Brandt, Reddick
& Associates

Cost Estimating:
Construction Services, Ltd.

Kitchen:
George Matsumoto & Associates

Right Administration facilities are easily
accessible to residents by attaching them as
one-story wings to the barracks. Photo by
David Franzen Botlom: The cafeteria was
designed as the central gathering place for
unaccompanied personnel. Photo by Karen
Suenaga
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The Myers Corporation boardroom provides a showcase lor art yet serves as
a funciioning 6usiness and meeting center. Opposite: The main reception
area lor lhe oflices creates an introductory locus lor visitors and serves the
utilitarian function ol sepalating the lirm's executive ollices lrom the remain'
ing support stafl areas.

t
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Award of Merit

The Gulstrom Kosko Group, Inc.
The Myers Corporation Oflices

ff.l heclient'sgoal was tocreate
I a spacious and comfortable

L working environment both
for developer Jack E. Myers and
corporate and support staff. Gross
floor area is approximately 4,000
square feet and the design provides
luxury space for up to 12 persons
in an area with an occupant load
that by building code standards
can accommodate 29.

The offices are furnished
throughout in black, white, grey
and stainless steel with burgundy
accents. Visitors entering the main

reception area are welcomed at a
bow-shaped front desk surrounded
by what appears to be metal
columns and backed by a polished
black granite slab featuring the
company logo and framed by glass
block. The faux column finishes
and several special ceiling effects
were created by the Hawkins-
Miller Studios.

All furniture and furnishings
were chosen to reflect the person-
ality of the developer and to con-
vey the feelings of quality, per-
manence and elegance. Numerous

pieces of art are included as part of
a growing corporate acquisition
program. A number of modern
materials were utilized with spe-
cial attention given to high quality
finishes and deep rich accent
colors.

CREDITS:
Architect:
The Gulstrom Kosko Group, Inc.

Client:
Iack E. Myers

Contractor:
Darcey Builders, Incorporated

Engineers:
Mechanical:
Syntech, Ltd.

Electrical:
Toft Moss Farrow Associates

JURY COMMENTS:

-- "we_were impressed by the very clever and functional design of the
floor plan for what could have otherwise been a commonplaci solution.,,

September 1988 Hawai Architect A7
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New Products

Skylights Introduces Eternit S1ate Roofing
Eternit slate roofing, recentlY

introduced to Hawaii, is

composed of non-asbestos fiber
reinforced cement. The
lightweight roofing material is

easy to install in residential,
commercial and institutional

buildings and meets Class A
usage requirements.

Weight is kept to a minimum
with compressed 3/16-inch slates
sealed with a pigmented coating,
making the roof resistant to
moisture, termite and fungus

damage. Copper storm anchors
positioned in pre-drilled holes
protect the system against wind
damage.

Eternit, backed by a 30-year
warranty, is available through
Skylights of Hawaii.

AutoCAD
Upgraded

AutoCAD Release 10, an

upgrade of Release 9 featuring 3-

D wireframe construction,
surface modeling and advanced
viewing capabilities, is now
available for Apple's Macintosh II
users. Engineers and other users
of Computer-Aided-Design &
Drafting will find the program
simple to learn and use.

Release 1O is fully compatible
with previous versions
of the Autodesk program.
An upgrade package is

available through Spec SYstems

Corporation, Honolulu, which
also carries PCs, monitors and

graphics cards to increase
AutoCAD's power.

Monarch Doors

Meet Safety

Standards
Monarch mirrored closet doors

feature heavy-duty frames,
smooth and silent bottom rolled
hardware and plate mirrors.

Available in 10 stYles, frameless
or with oak, aluminum or steel
frames, Monarch meets
Consumer Products SafetY

Council requirements with
Monlam 40O-pound test safetY

backing.
Monarch is available through

Uni-Sales, Inc.
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Tucked neatly inside the Minolta 4152's compact body is a lens that allows the widest

zoom range of any copier at its price.

It lets you reduce an original by 50%. Or enlarge it by 20070.

Look further and you'll discover some other big things. Like a duplexing unit for two-

sided copies. Overlaying to eliminate time-consuming "cutting and pasting." And frame erase

to remove those black edges you get when coPfng nonstandard originals.

If you'd [ke to find out more,-call our Authorized Minolta Dealer and see our expanded

showroom.

Chip & Wsfer Office Automotion
PH: (808) 842'5146 FAx: (808) 842'7402

707 Waiakamilo Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817

ZOOM COPIERS
^-,

=7ONIY FROM IHE M'ND OF MINOTIA MINOLTN
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FepE*nt6tivo Foi
Allas Eolt & Screw . Z p'B b
Aldma Howmet Alum num
McEiroy MetalM,l
Merchant & Evans

1 1 6 Kalluana Loop, Karlua, Hawar 96734
Phone (808) 262-7336

SERVICE

D RY

S.S. Dannaway
Engineering

Samuel S- Dannaway, P.E.
Ftre Prcteclion Engineer

. Fire Protection Engineering

. Code Consulting

. Fire Suppression, Detection and
Alarm System Design

. Fire Safety Evaluatlons/plan Beview
720 lwtlet Road. Suite 4i 2
Honolulu, Hawaii 9681 7
(aoa) s26.9Or9

TUTURA STONE
OF HAWAII

DESICNT]R ELEGA\('E IN
OUTDOOR FLOORING

FREE ESTIMATfS
RESIDfI\TIAf,

(.OMMf,RCIAI-

2895 Ualena

833-7433
(-)

FINLAY TESTING
LABORATORIES
a Soils & Concrete
I Non Destructive Testing

. Proiect Inspection & Quality Control
t Material Verifications & Monitoring

99-940 IWAENA ST., AIEA, HI 96701

(808) 4s7-ooos

fbrexotico,Tnc.J SILKFLOWERSANDFOLIAGE

{ffi . Custom trees to 20 ft.
. Planter boxes
. Arrangements
. Direct import prices
. Free design serujce

500 Ala Kawa, #210
Honolulu, Hawaii 9681 7 o 842-St 66

Residential/Commercial
. conslruction . renovations
r mainlenance . replastering
. repairs . free estimates

Oahu, Hawaii, Kauar & Maur
Main office:261 -8991 . Lic. SC-10892

il&qq
THE T2-VOLT OUTMOR

THE EFFECT IS SEEN
NOT THE SOURCE

Qzmatic Qazlen li4ltinEt
& Sapplrc+ ?zi.

440 MOKAUEA STREET, HONOLULU
(808) 842-61 68

I-ICHTING SYSTEM

IIRTSUBC CRBIN€T
& FIITURC
STORE FIXTUBES

OFFICE RENOVATION
CUSTOM HOME I MPROVEMENTS

ALL TYPES-CUSTOM MADE

1320 l(oloni 51.
*301 up lhe romp

t45-t r47
Lic. No. C9295

ffiBRler
FABRICA INTEHNATIONAL

Residential & Commercrat Carpet
Handcrafted Area Rugs now represented by

FLORENCE SHIBUYA

Designer Showroom
214-G Sand lsland Access Road

Honolulu. Hawaii 96819
Phone: (808) E4l-5025

FtREPL/rCe
HrdNrd\lt,*
630 Laumaka Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 9681 9-2312
(808) 842-3100
Eve Blomgren, President

Steel Warehouses
Refrigerated Warehouses

AllPhases
Electrical
Lic. BC-t 0895

FREE ESTIMATES

co[TnAcTll{G, tTD,
/ 677-4890

!r{DusTRrAr
671 -1202

GUUIIIG COTITRACTIT{G

,ffiEfllilfi SI:i.-,E+ffi

9s5-2231
Lic. No. C-7453

m00n Eml0ktrt
G'ontumm ttrucutrol tn0tn00r6. lnc.

St€sanN Wiliams.SE

$uan K qake. S.E

u,_
t>:<t>
f\<Jvza

r 31! SoUh ( nq Sreel S! re 7 I 4
Ho.o!! H.wa,96814

tml 521-850
Michael X Kawaharada SE
Dileclo,orHawa Ofice

Sptcrarry Sunracrnq Company

HAWAII'S I1 TENNIS COURT
BUILDER, FINISHER & SUPPLIER

847-0882
F@ SEilflcatlona & tntonailon

116 Adama Way, Honolulu, Hawail 96819

(BC-08322)

hawafi. tNc

For $60 per month
this ad could be

selling your product

or service to all of
Hawaii's architects.

Call 621-8200.

ffiCW ASSOCIATES, INC, dbA

GE0tABS-HAl,YAl!

Geology, Soils and
Foundation Engineering

',:n,Xfl :!.,,'JL11' (808) 841 -5064

PROTECT SERVICES INDUSTFY
Nationwide Sales

lnstallation and Seruice
I INDJS I R|AL I COMNt[RC,A-

I INSTlTUTIONAL
. BUrglar r Frre

. Closed Circurt ry. Access Control
Ca r 1or lree consullatro. & esl nlates

No oblrealron
Central Slattd Sal6 & Aatmintrlration
s36-2182 537-2591

C 1 r33r li5 Soulh
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With as litfle as $50,000 in liquid
assets you can receive professional

managiement in an Asset+Plts account.
It's conservatively handled to protect, no\u

and in the futurg what you've worked so
hard to acquire.

Ask at any First Hawaiian branch or
call 525-6140.

Asset *PIJts,.

,

o

o

FTRST HAWAIIAN BANK
We say yes to you. Tlust Division

I
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